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ALTERNATIVE ENGLISH 
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ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 

 Answer any three of the following questions 20×3 = 60 

1. Write a summary of the following prose piece:  

  Gender inequality has been a social issue in India for centuries. That in 

many parts of India, the birth of a girl child is not welcomed is a known fact. It is 

a known fact too, that discrimination starts from even before the girl child is born 

and sometimes she is killed as a foetus, and if she manages to see the light of day, 

she is killed as an infant, which makes up the highly skewed child sex ratio where 

for every 1000 boys in India, there are only 908 girls. In such a scenario, it is but 

obvious that for myriad reasons, many girls across the country are forced to drop 

out of school. 

 Patriarchal norms have marked women as inferior to men. A girl child is 

considered a burden and is often not even allowed to see the light of the world. It 

is hard to imagine this state of affairs in the 21
st
 Century when women have 

proved to be strong leaders in every field possible. From wrestling to business, 

the world has been revolutionized by exceptional women leaders in fields that 

were until recently completely dominated by men. 

 But in spite of such progress, even today, the girl child is discriminated 

against in most Indian households. The birth of a baby boy is celebrated with 

great pomp and ardour, but the birth of a girl child is received with dismay. The 

practice of female foeticide through sex selective abortion continues to be 

practiced in spite of the Prenatal Diagnostic Technique Act of 1994. In India the 

child sex ratio is at the lowest it has ever been with just 914 girls for every 1000 

boys (Census, 2011). 

 And this discrimination continues in every aspect. Be it education, health, 

protection or participation, the girl child is always treated unequally. Indian 

society still hasn’t been awakened to the importance of empowering the women. 

The statistics still narrate a grim story of female foeticide, girl child 

discrimination and gender bias. 

 The need of the hour is to make a change in the mindset of the society and 

destroy the prejudices that damage the future of the girl child. What is required is 

a concerted effort to sensitise the society in eradicating this issue of gender 

inequality. It is high time that every child is treated equally and given every 

opportunity required to grow to his/her full potential. 
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2. Write a summary of the following verse piece:  

 Great, wide, beautiful, wonderful World, 

With the wonderful water round you curled, 

And the wonderful grass upon your breast- 

World, you are beautifully dressed 

The wonderful air is over me, 

And the wonderful wind is shaking the tree, 

It walks on the water, and whirls the mills, 

And talks to itself on the tops of the hills. 

You friendly Earth! how far do you go, 

With the wheat-fields that nod and the rivers that flow, 

With cities and gardens, and cliffs, and isles, 

And people upon you for thousands of miles? 

Ah, you are so great, and I am so small, 

I tremble to think of you, World, at all: 

And yet, when I said my prayers to-day, 

A whisper inside me seemed to say, 

“You are more than the Earth, though you are such a dot: 

You can love and think, and the Earth cannot!” 

 

   

3. Write an essay on Globalisation and its effects. (700-750 words)  

   

4. Write an essay on the lessons you have learnt during the ongoing pandemic. (700-

750 words) 

 

   

5. Write a letter to your friend relating your experiences of online classes. (700-750 

words) 

 

   

6. Write a letter to your grandmother about the pleasures and pains of growing up 

that you are currently facing. (700-750 words) 

 

 
——×—— 
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 িনmিলিখত য- কােনা চারিট  িবষেয় অয্াসাইনেমn (assignment) pstত কেরা ১৫×৪ = ৬০

১। তামার এলাকায় কািভড  ১৯ আkাn রাগী pকােশ  ঘুের বড়ােc; এর িবপjনকতা বুিঝেয় 
যথাsােন একিট অিভেযাগপেtর খসড়া pstত কেরা। 

  
২। sিনভর গা ী dারা pstত মুখাবরণ (মাs)-এর িবপণন উপেযাগী একিট িবjাপেনর খসড়া তির 

কেরা। 
  
৩। কােনা একিট িবদ ালেয় িশkকতার জন  জীবনপ ীসহ আেবদনপt রচনা কেরা।
  
৪। মহািবদ ালেয়র সরsতী পূজা উপলেk একিট আমntণপেtর খসড়া pstত কেরা।
  
৫। কািভড পিরিsিতেত ছাtজীবেন য মনsািttক চাপ তির হেয়েছ স িবষেয় একজন মনsttিবেদর 

সে  কাlিনক সাkাৎকার তির কেরা। 
  
৬। তামার পিঠত একিট কিবতার কাব েসৗnয িবচার কেরা।
 

——×—— 
 


